In cultures all over the world, there is a legend or
expectation of a teaching, which will come in the time of
tribulation and great strife on earth to unify humanity and
bring peace and tranquility.
The great religions of the world also have prophesied
such a revelation, which will come and explain the mystery
of the universe (God), synthesize the religions of the world,
and end the old era so the New Order of the Ages can
dawn.
This expectation is NOW FULFILLED!

TEACHINGS

As it was mentioned, the teaching expected to come
is the ONE WHICH WILL SYNTHESIZE THE
RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD, will try to unify humanity
or save THOSE WHO HAVE MADE THEMSELVES
READY, and announce and facilitate in bringing the
KINGDOM OF GOD ON EARTH.
In his teachings, Maitreya explains the creation,
which began eons ago, and how the known history of
humanity has evolved the last 6,000 years. This history
of the last 6,000 years is explained as a LESSON for
humanity and at the same time, a period of
PREPARATION for the conjunction, which we have now
reached.
It also explains how SEVEN TRUTHS have been
revealed to humanity in this same time period. Each of
these truths has been presented to humanity as ONE OR
MORE RELIGIONS. The first five of these truths have
formed the mystical understanding of the five great
religions of the world, namely, Far East religions
(Hinduism, Buddhism, and any other mystical teaching
on earth), Judaism, Christianity, Islam and The Baha’i
Faith.
Maitreya explains that, although many basic truths
are shared with all of them, each of these seven religions
have ONE SINGLE OUTSTANDING MESSAGE, which
when realized and combined with the six messages from
the other truths, a great SPIRITUAL PATH will be
revealed, and if followed, human liberation is
GUARANTEED!
This path is called the “Eternal Divine Path.” In his
teachings, Maitreya not only reveals a practical path to
liberation, but also explains that each religion of the world
has made a specific contribution to the greater truth and
will realize completeness only when combined with other
great religions. He teaches that, not only are great
religions of the world not contradictory but actually are
COMPLEMENTARY.
With these new teachings, a great path (Eternal
Divine Path) is revealed, and by accepting this path,
humanity can be united and so benefit from all the
revelations from God. So this will result in the
UNIFICATION OF ALL.
Maitreya also explains the reason for differences in
some points between these religions. These differences
occur because of the PEOPLE to whom the revelations
have been revealed, the influence of the PERSONALITY

of the Prophet, the misunderstanding of the
FOLLOWERS of the Prophet, or the DOGMATIC IDEAS
created by the followers.
If these discrepancies are put away and the Eternal
Divine Path is followed, and if THE ESSENCE of the
teaching of Maitreya is understood, then humanity will be
unified.
Besides these basic teachings, Maitreya also
explains how many prophecies have been FULFILLED
up to this point of human history. He identifies the source
of SUFFERING OF HUMANITY (individually and/or
collectively) and gives THE CURE.

THE GREATEST SIGN

These teachings evolve around a Sign (Mandala,
Yantra, etc.), which is called THE GREATEST SIGN.
The Greatest Sign contains seven sub-signs, which
cover ALL THE GREAT RELIGIONS of the world and
also show THE SEVEN STEPS of the spiritual
achievement, the Eternal Divine Path, to the ultimate
Goal of life.
Although his teachings cover many truths, explain
creation and history, and reveal a new message to
humanity, the essence of his teaching (Eternal Divine
Path) is crystallized in THIS SIGN. This teaching can be
contemplated, understood and realized through The
Greatest Sign.

THE TEMPLE

The shape of The Greatest Sign will be built as THE
TEMPLE. Each of the seven sub-signs (symbols of the
religions of the world) will be an entrance to the temple. A
GREAT LIBRARY OF BOOKS related to all the religions
of the world will surround the center of the temple. This
temple will be another symbol TO UNIFY ALL.
Universities teaching THE NEW SCIENCES (also
other necessary topics) can be built around these
temples. The science of the Golden Age will be based
on the understanding of the deeper levels of the universe
through SPIRITUAL SCIENCE (Science Based On
Spirit*).

THE WORD

(THE DIVINE NAME)

Maitreya also reveals the true pronunciation of the
sacred name of the Lord (Father)
and His son
in four initiations. These names can neither be
pronounced nor written in the material world. When they
merge INTO ONE (the Son and the Father become One),
it is called THE WORD (
), “...but speak the word only,
and my servant shall be healed.” (Matthew 8:8).
*Science Based On Spirit: refers to any scientific
explanation of universal formation based on spirit, which
will be manifested and used in the future for the benefit of
humanity. These discoveries will not have any of the side
effects (such as pollution) of conventional science which
humanity is familiar with in this three dimensional world.

REVELATION OF THE SEVEN SEALS

In his teachings, Maitreya explains that all these
seven truths, which also are revealed in The Greatest
Sign, have been PROPHESIED SCRIPTUALLY to come
as different religions of the world. In this regard the book
Revelation Of The Revelation (a revelation of the
meaning of the last book of the Bible --The Revelation) is
most helpful.
In this book, the symbols of the seven churches,
seven seals and seven angels are repeated again and
again. In addition TO OTHER MEANINGS, these are
shown to symbolize THE SEVEN RELIGIONS OF THE
WORLD and cover all the truths needed to reach the
highest spiritual progress. They are the seven steps in
the Eternal Divine Path and The Greatest Sign.
These mysteries which are revealed by Maitreya,
however, would be SEALED and not revealed until the
time of THE SEVENTH ANGEL:
“But in the days of the voice of the seventh
angel... the mystery of God should be
finished...”
(Rev. 10:7)
As it is said, there are seven steps and truths
(religions), which are covered in Maitreya’s teachings and
The Greatest Sign. The Prophet of each of them is
called AN ANGEL. The teaching of Maitreya is the
SEVENTH ONE and until this seventh angel comes, God
and His work (Plan) will remain A MYSTERY (at least for
the human)!
The revelation or opening of the SEVEN SEALS is
another prophecy as a sign for knowing the EXPECTED
ONE.

NETWORKING

Not only will Maitreya and his teaching unify
humanity, but it is THE SIGN of the coming of THE NEW
ORDER OF THE AGES. In the Age to come, science
and spirit will be combined. As it was mentioned, these
new kinds of scientific discoveries (Science Based On
Spirit) should be encouraged.
Therefore a GREAT preparation in this level also is
necessary so the new discoveries and scientific
pursuance would be coordinated and prosper.
Maitreya will work with other chosen ones (Elects, the
collective Messiah) in this regard, so humanity will
achieve the highest standard of living, and many other
UNCOUNTABLE BENEFITS. In this regard a GREAT
NETWORKING between pioneers should be provided.

LITERATURE

The main book written by Maitreya, which explains his
message in detail has been written in EIGHTEEN
BOOKS plus a GLOSSARY with an explanation of the
terminology used in these books. These books contain
the basic teachings of Maitreya.

ALL OF THESE BOOKS ARE PUT TOGETHER IN
ONE BOOK. It is called The Holiest Of The Holies
(THOTH), because it contains explanations of MOST OF
THE HOLY BOOKS of the world and unifies them. Also
because The Greatest Sign contains seven truths
(religions) and Maitreya’s is the seventh one, and as
explained above, in the time of THIS SEVENTH TRUTH,
“...the mystery of God should be finished...” (Rev. 10:7), it
is also called The Last Testament. So this new teaching
is called The Holiest Of The Holies (THOTH), The Last
Testament.
The book The Holiest Of The Holies (THOTH) is the
SALVATION for the coming Age. It can be viewed as the
revelation for the SPIRITUAL PROGRESS OF
HUMANITY. The scientific aspect for the Golden Age,
which is the SCIENCE BASED ON SPIRIT, is included in
this revelation and is a part of THE COMING OF GOD'S
KINGDOM.
For other literature offered by Maitreya, see the website.

SUMMARY

In brief, the objectives of the Mission of Maitreya can
be summarized as follows:
1 - World distribution of literature from the Mission
is NOW AVAILABLE: the book The Holiest Of The
Holies (THOTH); also creation of a library for all kinds
of spiritual literature.
2 - A new WORLD education program, including
networking spiritually realized teachers, volunteers,
and visionaries.
3 - And the MOST IMPORTANT part of our work:
The formation of the COMMUNITIES OF LIGHT.

WORD OF CAUTION

If you do not understand all the explanations or
terminologies above, do not let it concern you. Accept
those which you understand, and if you are of the Light,
the rest will also gradually BE REVEALED to you. If you
have any questions, write and ask us about them.

ATTUNEMENT & TRANSMISSION

Attunement and Transmission is to quiet the mind,
and in a meditative mood in the silence of the heart, try to
become a CHANNEL to transmit love, tranquility, light
and all the QUALITIES OF GOD into the world. Indeed,
when a person be(comes) in tune with God, he would
become a channel to transmit His qualities.
Individual attunement can be done anytime, but if
done with many people at the same time, it will have
greater effect. That is why it is suggested that all who
can, tune in together for transmission everyday at 6:00
AM and/or 9:00 PM (their local time). With this, at all

times people will be transmitting somewhere on the
earth. As our numbers increase, we will have a greater
effect on earth’s mentality.
We also have attunement and transmission groups
which tune in Saturdays at 6:00 AM and 6:00 PM
Albuquerque time (Mountain Standard Time). If you
would like to participate in this POWERFUL SPIRITUAL
UPLIFTING, please tune in at either time whichever is
most convenient for you, or tune in at both times.
When attunement is done COLLECTIVELY
(Collective Meditation) and is directed TO A CENTER, a
more FOCUSED and much GREATER effect is created.
With this, a CENTRAL FOCUS will be generated and the
energy can be used for a greater uplifting of
Consciousness. Concentration and opening your thought
vibrations to Albuquerque is therefore encouraged.
Maitreya also transmits many MESSAGES and
REALIZATIONS at these times (6:00 AM and 6:00 PM
until 7:00 MST Saturdays).

LET US BE UNITED
(SAMGACCHADVAM)
Let us move together,
Let us sing together,
Let us come to know our minds together,
Let us share, like sages of the past,
That all people together may enjoy the
universe,
Unite our intention,
Let our hearts be inseparable,
Our mind is as one mind,
As we, to truly know one another, become
One.
From Rg Veda

Below is a complete list of the twenty books in The Holiest Of
The Holies (THOTH), The Last Testament written by
Maitreya
(with a brief explanation of each)
THE HOLIEST
1.The Holiest Book
An in-depth explanation of the teachings.
2.The Base
The base of Maitreya’s teachings.
3.Children of Abram (Abraham), All Prophecies Are Fulfilled
An explanation of the historical events of the Children of Abram (Abraham),
how all promises given to them are fulfilled, and also other revealing points.
4.The House of Judah (Jews)
An explanation of the historical events of the Jews and how they have been
chosen as an example for humanity to observe.
5.Creation and History
An explanation of how creation occurred; also history from a spiritual and
historical point of view.
6.All Are Lessons to Learn, Not to Argue, but Rejoice
A brief explanation that all the teachings of Maitreya and whatever happened,
is happening, or will happen, are all lessons. They are not to argue about and
create division within humanity. They are to learn the lesson, progress and
rejoice in the bliss of progressing to Him.
7.Commentaries on Matthew (Chapters1-23)
A commentary on the first twenty-three chapters of the gospel according to
Matthew.
8.Saint John (Explained) (Chapters1-4)
A commentary on the first four chapters of the gospel according to Saint John
and their relationship with the rest of the teachings.
9.Readings (TheKoran)
An explanation of many verses in the Koran, topics related to these verses,
many revealing points, and the relationship of the verses to the rest of Maitreya’s
teachings.
10.Universe and Man
Explains the relationship between man and the universe.
11.Revelation Of The Revelation
A complete revelation of the meaning of the whole book The Revelation (the
last book in the Bible).
12.The Essence
The essence of Maitreya’s teachings.

KINGDOM
13.Commentaries on Prophecies in Daniel, Period of Intellectual Domination
The meanings of the four important dreams and visions in the book of Daniel
and their relationships with the events in our time and soon to come.
14.The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth
Reveals how, through a unique set-up, God has been guiding humanity
through all the last six thousand years of history, and why man has no choice but
to follow Him.
15.Mount Zion and Zion, and Explanation of the System
The true symbolic meanings of Mount Zion and Zion, and the Explanation of
the system for the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.

ESSAYS AND SUPPLEMENTS
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16.Essays I
Short essays on family, society, education, world and other topics.
17.Essays II
Continuation of Essays I.
18.Essays III
Recommendations, guides and rules given by Maitreya to help an aspirant in
his spiritual progress.
19.Supplements
Additional essays written by Maitreya. In each new edition of THOTH, this
book will be expanded to further explain and enhance the book and/or add
additional information to it.
20.The Glossary
The terminology used in Maitreya’s teachings. All these books are put
together as one, the book THOTH.

LET'S UNIFY
HUMANITY

